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ABSTRACT For storage and recovery requirements on large-scale seismic waveform data of the National
Earthquake Data Backup Center (NEDBC), a distributed cluster processing model based on Kafka message
queues is designed to optimize the inbound efficiency of seismic waveform data stored in HBase at NEDBC.
Firstly, compare the characteristics of big data storage architectures with that of traditional disk array
storage architectures. Secondly, realize seismic waveform data analysis and periodic truncation, and write
HBase in NoSQL record form through Spark Streaming cluster. Finally, compare and test the read/write
performance of the data processing process of the proposed big data platform with that of traditional storage
architectures. Results show that the seismic waveform data processing architecture based on Kafka designed
and implemented in this paper has a higher read/write speed than the traditional architecture on the basis
of the redundancy capability of NEDBC data backup, which verifies the validity and practicability of the
proposed approach.

INDEX TERMS HBase, Kafka, key-value, spark streaming, seismic waveform data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Seismic observation waveform data comes from the acqui-
sition and forwarding of seismic sensors at stations of seis-
mic networks, and is gradually aggregated to form real-time
stream data by Jopens software [1], [2]. Finally, the real-time
stream data is archived and written to the disk array, which is
the main storage form of seismic waveform data at present.
One of the main tasks of the NEDBC is to back up the two
types of seismic data: real-time streaming data of seismic
waveform data, andNASfile data provided by traditional disk
arrays.

In the era of big data, data mining for different dimensions
of data can effectively promote the progress of the indus-
try. With the improvement of seismic observation methods
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and the encryption of observation networks, the amount of
seismic observation data is increasing day by day [3], [4].
Data mining or correlation analysis of seismic data stored
in the form of files requires a great amount of system over-
head and is difficult to complete. Therefore, it is necessary
to store the aforementioned seismic data in the form of
databases to meet data application requirements. However,
storing traditional seismic data in relational databases, such
as the storage of data in traditional two-dimensional tables of
precursory data, cannot solve the requirements on reading,
writing, and calculations caused by seismic big data, such
as the performance bottleneck of table join operations, and
the underlying storage of data tables, I/O bottlenecks and so
on. Therefore, it is necessary to select a large data storage
architecture that is conducive to massive data mining analysis
for the storage of seismic data. After Google published a
paper describing HDFS and BigTable in [5], the integration of
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distributed file systems and NoSQL [6] distributed databases
are increasingly adopted to take the place of the relational
database management system (RDBMS) [7], [8] For exam-
ple, the Apache community’s HBase (Hadoop Database) [9],
Facebook’s Cassandra, Amazon’s Dynamo, etc., all of them
use the column database Key-Value data model, of which the
Apache community’s HBase is the most widely used. Due to
its high concurrency, high scalability and high availability,
HBase has been extensively applied in Internet industries
such as Tencent, Alibaba and Baidu to solve large-scale data
storage and high-speed query services. HBase is also an
effective way to solve the issues on read/write efficiency,
scalability, analytic mining, analytic prediction for seismic
big data storage, and has found related applications in the
industry [10]–[12].

In the Spark framework [11], the Spark Streaming compo-
nent is used to process streaming data, and the Kafka [13]
message system of the distributed processing architecture
is used to write the data to the HBase database with high
concurrency. This is a common method for processing data
streams under the big data platform in recent years. HBase is
a popular distributed, scalable, and column-oriented database
storage system built on Hadooop framework, and is a NoSQL
database with fast and real-time random data access [14].
So far, the theoretical model based on which seismic wave-
form data is written into HBase databases in Key-Value form
has been applied in the field of seismic industry, which
indicates that the use of HBase column-oriented databases to
store seismic waveform data can effectively improve the effi-
ciency of such data storage. Reference [15] have conducted
comparative tests on structured and unstructured data stored
in MySQL and HBase seismic data, which proves that HBase
storage seismic data has a very significant improvement in
both storage efficiency and query efficiency. However, these
methods have not yet proposed solutions for HBase storage
of massive seismic data, so that it is impossible to achieve
high-speed writing of seismic data by using cluster concur-
rent processing. To solve this problem, we first introduce
the strategy and basis for selecting distributed storage system
in NEDBC, and introduce the Kafka message system of the
big data distributed processing architecture. Then, we design
and propose a seismic waveform data processing architec-
ture based on Kafka message queue and Spark Streaming
real-time computing framework. The data processing archi-
tecture analyzes seismic waveform data from traditional disk
arrays or real-time streaming data into Key-Value format and
writes them to HBase distributed databases, solving the speed
bottleneck problem on writing seismic waveform data into
a distributed database, thus improving analysis, storage, and
query efficiency of such data.

In this paper, the NEDBC seismic waveform data storage
process model and HBase database structure are designed,
a Kafka-based seismic waveform data processing model is
constructed, and the seismic data HBase reading/writing
method is proposed. The main advantages and contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:

i. In order to write large-scale seismic waveform data
into HBase database at high speed, this paper firstly designs
the RowKey rule of HBase database for seismic data, and
determines the HBase storage format of seismic data.

ii. We implement Key-Value parse for miniSEED [16]
seismic waveform data: (1) Periodic truncation and msgKey-
msg [15] parse of seismic data via C language are real-
ized; (2) Parse the msgKey-msg format into the Key-Value
format and conduct HBase inbound. (3) in order to further
improve the efficiency of writing seismic waveform data into
HBase, compared with the current storage solutions in the
seismic industry [10], we propose the data inbound process
based on Kafka production-consumption model [13] and
Spark Streaming real-time computing framework for seismic
waveform data, achieve the purpose of the cluster processing
seismic waveform data concurrently, and effectively increase
the speed of concurrently writing seismic data into HBase.

iii. We perform the inbound performance test on the seis-
mic data analysis storage architecture proposed in this paper
with the big data storage computing cluster of the NEDBC,
and compare it with the mode under which seismic data is
written into HBase with one machine. It is verified that the
seismic data storage scheme based on the Kafka production-
consumption model can improve the efficiency of writing
seismic data into HBase.

To the authors’ best knowledge, fewworks on using cluster
advantages to concurrently process seismic data have been
achieved, which motivates this study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
poses the structure and seismic waveform data storage format
of HBase database for theNEDBC; Section 3 design proposes
the HBase storage principle and implementation method
based on Kafka and Spark Streaming seismic waveform data
processing. Section 4 analyzes and evaluates the results of
data reading and writing experiments designed in this paper,
and summarizes and forecasts.

II. SEISMIC DATA STORAGE COMPARISIONS UNDER
DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURE
Due to advances in observation methods and data acquisi-
tion capabilities, seismic observation data has been greatly
improved in terms of sampling rate and sampling accuracy.
On the other hand, due to the dramatic increase of seismic
data volume, the data storage methods using traditional disk
arrays are unable to meet the demand in terms of storage
efficiency, scalability, reliability, cost performance, and etc,.
For example, the disk array RAID technology only allows
disks in the redundancy file system to be invalid, and there is
no rule to avoid severs done. The emergence ofHadoop solves
the problem of massive seismic data storage and processing
in the era of big data. Hadoop is a framework that sup-
ports distributed storage and computing. Its core component,
the HDFS distributed file system, can effectively improve
the read and write capabilities of massive seismic data, not
only supporting node-level system failures, but also allowing
the number of disk failures. There is a huge improvement
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over disk array storage [17], [18]. HDFS distributed storage
system has become the de facto standard for big data storage
and can be used for online storage of massive file data.

In a distributed storage file system, data redundancy is
the most fundamental factor in guaranteeing system relia-
bility and improving high availability [19]. In the same file
system, the effective redundancy of data for a data file can
be realized by the method of storing the data file in differ-
ent nodes, and original data is reconstructed in the case of
partial data failure and achieving the purpose of usability
[20], [21]. Redundancy strategies of distributed file systems
need to determine two points: one is to build redundant
data strategies, and the other is to reconstruct data strate-
gies. Currently, the redundancy strategies used bymainstream
distributed file systems are the two forms of replication
and erasure coding: the former uses a replica mechanism
to store data files across racks to achieve high availability
redundancy; the latter stripes the data entering file systems,
then calculates the number of redundant stripes according to
redundancy ratio, and finally is saved in different nodes [5].
Due to the redundancy of data, the system can tolerate the
failure of certain nodes, thereby achieving a certain degree
of system reliability in the set of unreliable nodes. How-
ever, when system scale is expanded and long-term reliable
operation is required, theoretical analysis of the reliability
of system data redundancy is particularly important. Yet,
a large number of literatures [22]–[24] analyzed the data
availability of different redundancy strategies, the node fail-
ure and repair process of distributed storage systems, and
theoretically calculated the probability of storage system fail-
ure, the time of reliable operation, the number of required
replicas, the life cycle of the system, etc., which proves
that the erasure coding technology of HDFS distributed file
systems is superior to the copy mechanism in terms of
system availability, storage space utilization, system energy
consumption, etc..

Relational databases such as MySQL and Oracle have
problems in expansion difficulties and complex maintenance,
and cannot handle hundreds of millions or even hundreds
of billions of records. HBase is a high-reliability, high-
performance, column-oriented, scalable distributed database,
whose underlying file system uses HDFS to expand the sys-
tem linearly by adding nodes, and provides large-scale con-
currency capability which processing massive seismic data.
HBase is the database in the key-value form. The tables in
HBase have the following characteristics.

i. Large volume: a table can have hundreds of millions
of rows, millions of columns, and seismic observation
data with massive time series can be stored in record
form;

ii. Column-oriented: column-oriented (family) storage
and access control, column (family) independent
retrieval.

iii. Sparse table design: since null (NULL) columns do not
occupy storage space, the table can be designed to be
very sparse.

TABLE 1. Producer of Kafka information format.

TABLE 2. Format of key-value data stored in HBase.

iv. Each recorded data can have multiple versions, and the
version number is automatically assigned (timestamp)
by default, which is operable and traceable for modify-
ing data operations.

v. The data in HBase is all NoSQL records with no special
type. Based on the above characteristics, and consider-
ing the advantages of HBase own scalability and exe-
cution efficiency, the data storage structure of NEDBC
selects HBase distributed databases and HDFS file sys-
tem combination strategy based on disk array erasure
coding.

III. HBASE STUCTURE OF SEISMIC WAVEFORM DATA
In order to store massive seismic waveform data in the format
of NoSQL, RowKey format of HBase database [9] is designed
for seismic data in this section, and the seismic data inbound
is conducted in Key-Value format illurstrated in TABLE 1.

As shown in TABLE 2, the same format data formed
by parsing the seismic waveform file and the real-time
streaming data is stored in the HBase column database.
HBase’s Key-Value data structure consists of the row key
named RowKey, and the column cluster Value. Among them,
RowKey is the basis of data design, similar to the primary key
in the relational database, which will determine the efficiency
of data query and analysis; Value can be regarded as the data
body part corresponding to Rowkey, and consists of column
name (Column family: column name) and column family.

In order to realize the high-speed writing of seismic
waveform data into HBase database, this paper introduces
Kafka production-consumption model to process the seis-
mic waveform data concurrently. Kafka is a high-throughput
distributed publishing and subscribing message system that
handles all action flow data in consumer systems. The goal
is to unify online and offline message processing through
Hadoop parallel loading mechanism, and also is to provide
the ability to process data in real time via clusters. The real-
time data stream or archive file of seismic waveform data is
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FIGURE 1. Overall structure of data storage.

TABLE 3. Design of HBase table.

parsed into specified format data, and the Kafka message sys-
tem is forwarded in parallel to the client Spark Streaming as
processing object, which will greatly improve the concurrent
data processing capability of the Spark cluster [25], [26].

The data parsing is completed before entering the Kafka
message system: the input is file data or real-time streaming
data, as shown in FIGURE 1. After reading the configuration
and data processing, the system forms the data in the specified
format msgKey: msg as shown in TABLE 1 and sends it to
the Kafka message system. The main purpose of recording
the complete identifier and missing number statistics of data
in this paper is to collect statistics on the quality of seismic
data received by NEDBC in HBase.

The business logic of seismic waveform data conducts
query through networks, stations, channels and start time.
In this paper, these four items are combined into Rowkey,
and the 100 Hz sampled time series specific data is stored in
Value of HBase table. According to the read/ write demand
characteristics of seismic waveform data and safety consider-
ations for data, NEDBC divides the seismic data on a yearly
basis. As shown in TABLE 3, the WaveForm_head data table
stores the header file information of seismic waveform data,
and the WaveForm_YEAR data table stores the seismic data
value chronologically. The table name design rule is the last
4-byte YEAR is the year of the data stored in the table.

According to the above-mentioned HBase design rule,
the RowKey consisting of <Network> <Station>

<Channel> <Start Time> can conduct combination
query according to the requirements in seismic data tables
with different years. For example, to query a certain period of
time of a certain channel at a certain station, we can specify
the starting RowKey as <Station> <Channel> <Start
Time>, and end RowKey as <Station><Channel><End
Time>, where the end time can be obtained according to the
sampling rate of seismic data.

Data storage is conducted after spark streaming obtains the
Kafka consumer information: the Kafka consumer informa-
tion is processed by the spark cluster to form the Key-Value
format data, which is written into the HBase. The HBase stor-
ing RowKey and Value fields/formats are shown in TABLE 2.

TABLE 4. HBase seismic data record.

As described above, the network, station, channel, and start
time are four fields of RowKey, and the other fields of
msgKey in Kafka producer information are parsed and added
to the Value data block:

a) Rowkey: Network_Station_Channel_yyyy-mm-dd-
hh-mm],

b) Column: Base name,
c) Value: MinSEED block data of channel.

And the final data record format of HBase is shown in
TABLE 4.

IV. KAFKA-BASED SEISMIC WAVEFORM DATA
PROCESSING MODEL AND HBASE READ/WRITE
IMPLEMENTATION
To write seismic data in the Key-Value format into HBase
database at a high speed, in this section, we introduces
the Kafka message queue model under big data processing
architecture, and designs the seismic data inbound scheme
based on Kafka production consumption model. The concur-
rent high-speed inbound of seismic data is realized via real-
time computing framework Spark Streaming. In this paper,
HBase’s Java client is used for data outbound processing, and
meanwhile data consistency check is performed before and
after data enters HBase.

A. SEISMIC WAVEFORM DATA ANALYSIS
As mentioned above, real-time streaming data and archived
data files (miniSEED) are generated during the production
of seismic waveform data. This paper reads and parses the
real-time stream and the history file waveform data to form
the msgKey-msg as described above, which then is sent the
data processing system shown in FIGURE. 1.

The file parsing process is shown in FIGURE 2. The full
amount of miniSEED data files archived by NEDBC are
processed in the ascending order of each station to form a his-
torical full-scale continuous waveform data. The parsed data
becomes themsgKey:msg format, and according to fixed time
periods, data information is assembled into Kafka message
producer information and posted to the Kafka system.

Input the same network, station and channel sub-block
into the data parsing process, and output the kafka producer
message msgKey: msg. The main variables of the system are
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FIGURE 2. Data analysis flow.

TABLE 5. Variable name and meaning.

shown in TABLE 5 and the implementation process is shown
in TABLE 6.

Step1. Take the current sub-block start time blktime.
Step2. Calculate the end time of the previous data

sub-block in memory newtime.

TABLE 6. Process the same network station channel sub-block process
process_same.

FIGURE 3. Spark streaming data storage architecture diagram.

Step3. Calculate the in-memory block end time and the
current block start time difference diffLen.

Step4. If diffLen<= t , compare the in-memory block
start time blktime with the current block start time curblock-
>start_time difference; If the difference is greater than the
cycle time, first send the block data in the memory, then save
the current block to the memory, and update the memory
block information; otherwise, the current block is added to
the memory to update the data block information in the
memory. If diffLen>0, the data is missing, the calculated data
is missing, then sent, the structure is reset, and the in-memory
block information is updated.

Step5. If diffLen> t , calculate the data missing between
the current data block and the in-memory data block,
and update the memory data block information: Com-
pare(blktime, newtime). Then send an in-memory data
block (sendDataToKafka) and reset the data block.

B. SPARK STREAMING PROCESSING FLOW
As shown in FIGURE 3, Spark Streaming as the consumer
actively gets msgKey:msg information from the Kafka mes-
sage queue. After generating consumer information, Kafka
enters the Spark Streaming distributed cluster processing pro-
cess. The Spark node parses the Kafka message to form data
in the Key-Value format and writes the data into the HBase
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database, thereby completing the storage process of seismic
waveform data.

The storage process mainly involves Spark Streaming,
Kafka Consumer, and HBase. Spark Streaming is a frame-
work set up on Spark for processing Stream data. The Stream
data is divided into small time slices to process a small part
of data in a batch-like manner. Low-latency of Spark process-
ing engine (100ms+) is used for real-time data processing;
Spark essential data model RDD, an elastic distributed data
set, is suitable for distributed data processing, while RDD
pedigree mechanism (dependencies among RDDs) makes
Spark highly tolerate faults and has the RDD functions to
recalculate partial failed tasks; Using Kafka consumer groups
and specifying the number of topic consumers per Kafka, i.e.
the number of threads that consume topic messages at the
same time, can quickly consume the messages in the topic;
The consumedmessage is partitioned, each area processes the
message, generates a List<Put> object of the HBase storage
data, and stores it in the HBase correspondence table.

C. INTERCEPTION OF SEISMIC WAVEFROM DATA
The interception of seismic data is completed before the
real-time stream or file data passes through the kafka mes-
sage system and is written to HBase. The input of this pro-
cess are the real-time streaming data and data truncation
interval t; the kafka producer information in the form of
msgKey:msg is output according to the network, station,
channel and time. The data truncation process is shown
in TABLE 7.

Step1. Initialize the kafka handle and create a kafka topic.
Step2. The real-time stream data is cyclically processed

for each sub-block ε (512 Byte), and the truncation time
parameter t is initialized, and the parsing link for each sub-
block ε is entered.
Step3. If the current sub-block and the parsing record are

the same network station channel last time, enter the process-
ing and merge process of the same network station channel
(for the process, refer to the previous Process_same).

Step4. If the current sub-block ε is new (curblock equals
to NULL), parse each data sub-block, create a new structure
data_hdr, create a cache block according to the station and
channel, and proceed to step 3).

Step5. Compare the network, station, and channel informa-
tion. If the current sub-block parsing record is not the same as
the last network station channel, look for the same network,
station, and channel data block in the memory block list
miniblock_head. If it exists, it is processed according to the
data of the same station channel (sent to kafka after reaching
the specified time length t). If it does not exist, create a cache
block and go to the same step 3).

D. OUTBOUND AND VERIFICATION
In order to verify data output efficiency of NEDBC dis-
tributed storage platform, we test the HBase distributed
database outbound, data consistency, and etc,.

TABLE 7. Data truncation process.

1) OUTBOUND PROCESS
The NEDBC seismic waveform data is stored in the HBase
database in the form of Key-Value records. The Java client
sets the interface related parameters as shown in TABLE 8,
via HBase static query interfaces to initialize the HBase
connection and to enter the data outbound process, and to
write the data into storage system (as shown in FIGURE 4).
The return type of the HBase query interface is unified as
ResponseBean, and the DataObject types of the returned
ResponseBean are all String, which is the name of generated
files.

First set up the HBase initialization connection, and set
the HBase client parameters, query through the network,
station, channel and time conditions. Second, thread pools are
created and started by the clusters. Third, manage hTable to
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TABLE 8. Interface formats of HBase.

FIGURE 4. HBase data outbound process.

obtain HBase table operation by setting table filter conditions
to obtain the table data. Finally, the file write operation is
performed: according to the HBase client specific write disk
requirement, the outbound data is written to local distributed
storage medium or disk array, or the data write disk operation
is performed through a remote mount storage path to realize
the remote recovery of NEDBC seismic waveform data.

2) HBASE DATA OUTBOUND QUERY CONSISTENCY
The real-time flow of seismic waveform data is from the
China Earthquake Network Center (CENC, BEIJING) to the
HBase database of NEDBC, and the data is exported from
HBase to the user. The data outbound query consistency test is
mainly for comparing the miniSEED files, which are formed
from the original real-time streaming data in Beijing, with

TABLE 9. Configuration information of a sever node.

the miniSEED file formed from the Xi’an HBase query and
outbound. The contents must be compared to ensure data
consistency.

First, prepare the miniSEED file from CENC as the origi-
nal file. Second, the HBase client of the NEDBC sets query
conditions of the same file as that of NEDBC, and writes
the queried miniSEED file as a comparison file into disks.
Third, use the method in Section III to parse the original
file and the comparison file, and further parse them into
a text format. Finally, perform text consistency validation
statistics. It should be noted that, the duplicated data records
in the real-time streaming data will be de-duplicated in
NEDBC since the HBase database deletes and marks dupli-
cate records.

V. COMPARATIVE TEST AND DISCUSSION
A. TEST PLATFORM ENVIRONMENT AND DATA SET
This paper first compares the average running time of writing
data into HBase based on Kafka model in different scale data
sets and different cluster sizes, and compares the efficiency of
writing data directly into HBase by a single server. Secondly,
this paper tests the speed of reading the data from HBase
to generate miniSEED files, and compares file consistency
between miniSEED data and pre-parsed source files. The test
system has been deployed on Sugon’s open source HBase and
HDFS, and the parameters have not been deeply tuned.

To verify the efficiency and practicability of the seismic
waveform data storage and query system based on the model
proposed in this paper, we have applied this system model to
the NEDBC project constructing of seismic waveform data
storage and query platform. The cluster test environment has
a total of 12 sever nodes, and seismic waveform data parse
program (using 24 processes). Kafka components and Spark
Streaming (multi-thread concurrency) are deployed on the
12 compute nodes. The cluster node configuration parameters
are shown in TABLE 9.

1) HBASE INBOUND PERFORMANCE TEST
The inbound test of HBase uses part of the miniSEED data
file of NEDBC, which contains 1027 continuous observa-
tion stations with 100Hz sampling frequency of 33 net-
works in China mainland area, and each file record
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TABLE 10. Major hardware configuration information of client B.

length is 24 hours. The total amount of the test data
includes 1,899,270 observation data files for seismic stations,
about 65.2 TB. As mentioned above, we take t=10 minutes
as the truncation time interval the to parse the miniSEED data
files into the Key-Value form message records with Spark
Streaming framework, and then write these message records
to the HBase database concurrently through the Kafka mes-
sage model. Finally, the HBase read/write performance test
is performed. The average running time of processing of the
miniSEED files are tested in a single node and different clus-
ter sizes, and the speed-up ratios Speedup of data processing
of different cluster sizes to a single node data are tested,
as shown in EQ. (1):

Speedup = Vc/Vs (1)

where Vc is the cluster concurrent data processing speed, and
Vs is the single-node single-process data processing speed.

In order to verify the impact of the HBase client on the
outbound performance, the query test without writing the disk
is performed after the completion of HBase inbound task.
The client with different configurations and performance is
used to query the data from three channels of the network SN
and the station HEYT with the waveform data that has been
written into HBase. Query client Client A is a 2-CPU server,
which is the same as compute nodes. Client B is a 4-CPU
server. The hardware configuration is shown in TABLE 10.

2) OUTBOUND PERFORMANCE TEST
The HBase outbound performance test samples the inbound
seismic data in three channels of all stations from January 1,
2017 to December 23, 2017. The total number of the data is
up to about 10TB, and the number of threads is set to 20 to
carry out the java class method in jar packages, which have
the following format:

java -classpath (jar path) (the java class to be executed in the
jar package) (Specify the parameters written by the query).

Specify the outbound parameters such as thread number of
networks, stations, channels, clusters, and output file format
and path. Use any client host A or B to call HBase data inter-
face to perform the outbound and write disk operations, and
write into the NEDBC HDFS with 80% storage utilization,
NFS storage disk array with Raid5, and Beijing NFS storage
disk array with Raid5 to conduct comparison test.

3) NEDBC SEISMIC WAVEFORM DATA CONSISTENCY TEST
The original data of the consistency test is based on
the miniSEED sampled data provided by the CNEC: the
miniSEED data of BHE channels of one station in one day

TABLE 11. Example of data consistency comparison method.

TABLE 12. Average running time and query time-consuming of HBase
inbound.

(January 5, 2017) is randomly selected from 33 stations
across the country as original data, which is a total of 33 files
with a total size of 357MB. Then we read the corresponding
miniSEED file from HBase of NEDBC for comparison. This
process uses the class method carried out by HBase outbound
test tomatch query conditions so as to get 33 files correspond-
ing to the original data. The comparison method is shown
in TABLE 11.

B. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) HBASE STORAGE PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS OF
SEISMIC DATA IN DISASTER RECOVERY CENTER
As shown in TABLE 12, in the cluster size of a single sever
with single process and 12-node sever with multiple process,
we perform data parsing into theNEDBC about 65TB seismic
data. A query comparison of about 10 TB of data was per-
formed, and the arithmeticmean of the 5 results was recorded.
Finally, the average running time of each round of data pro-
cessing was recorded and the speedup ratios were calculated.
We then query the data from the three channels of network SN
and station HEYT via different performance clients for the
HBase distributed database composed of 12 nodes, also test
the parameters of each group 5 times and use their arithmetic
average to record time.
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FIGURE 5. Speed-up ratio of different cluster sizes relative to a single
server.

It can be seen from TABLE 12 above that the average
running time of a single node is 373,158 seconds when
processing 1TB of data, and the average running time
of 12 compute nodes processing data concurrently is
20,971 seconds, and the speed-up ratio is 17.79. When the
data set size increases, the speed-up ratio gradually rise:
when processing 10TB of data, the average running time of a
single node is 3,718,355 seconds, while the average running
time of 12 compute nodes processing data concurrently is
208,879s, and the speed-up ratio is about 17.8. It can be
seen from the test results that the average running time of
HBase inbound process increases linearly with the increase
of the data size. After the consumer information generated
by Kafka enters Spark Streaming, the inbound process can be
completed before the Kafka submits the next buffer. As the
amount of data to be processed increases, the data process-
ing performance in the cluster environment increases and
the speed-up ratio gradually increases, eventually becoming
stable. The query performance is mainly related to the inter-
face performance provided by HBase itself. Thus, the query
efficiency depends on the performance of HBase clusters, and
has no direct relationship with the client of query. The small
time-consuming fluctuations generated in each round of tests
mainly come from the difference between the initializing
reading configuration and the environment variables of Spark
and HBase.

Comparisons of data inbound speed-up ratios under differ-
ent cluster sizes are shown in FIGURE 5. It can be observed
that since the number of parse program processes is related
to the number of cluster nodes, the parallel computing power
gradually manifests as the data set size increases, and the
speed-up ratio gradually reaches the maximum capacity of
concurrent processing. When processing 0.005 TB seismic
data, the acceleration ratio of the 12-node cluster is relatively
low, only about 5.2; at this time, the acceleration ratio of
the 8-node cluster is about 7.1. The main reason for the
difference is that the less the number of nodes, the shorter
the time required to start the computing task and synchro-
nize the storage system. When the data set size increases to
0.007 TB, the 8-node cluster processing speed-up ratio grad-
ually approaches the value of stable state, which is about 7.6.
And when the data set increases to about 0.8 TB, the 12-node

TABLE 13. Outbound consuming time of HBase under different storage
strategies.

cluster processing speed-up ratio reaches 17.7, which is close
to the stable state of the system.

2) PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS OF NEDBC HBASE
OUTBOUND
The test results are shown in TABLE 13. It can be observed
that the HBase client program takes about 10881 seconds
to write the queried over 5TB seismic waveform data into
NEDBC local HDFS with an average speed about 531MB/s,
and takes about 11989 seconds to write such data into local
disk array storage with an average speed about 488MB/s.
It takes a total of 480597 seconds to write the same test data
remotely to the storage disk array of CENC, Beijing, and the
average speed is about 12MB/s. The difference in the speed at
which data is written remotely to CENC storage and written
to local storage is primarily due to network bottlenecks: since
the bandwidth of the NEDBC to the CENC link is 12.5MB
theoretically, the HBase of NEDBC transfers files to CENC
at a speed of about 12MB/s, which can almost occupy the
bandwidth of the industry network. It is the bottleneck of
the HBase outbound tests in this work. Since the internet
bandwidth of the NEDBC to the CENC is 12.5MB/s theoret-
ically, the NEDBC HBase database transfers files to CENC
at a speed of about 12MB/s, which can almost occupy the
bandwidth of the industry network. It is the bottleneck of the
HBase outbound tests in this work.

The speed difference between the local distributed stor-
age and the disk array mainly comes from the hardware
underlying storage mechanism: the disk array is based on the
RAID5 method, and the distributed storage cluster is based
on the 8 + 2 erasure code strategy. It is obvious that the
security mechanism of the latter one has a greater advantage
for the data security of the disaster recovery center, although
the average writing speed of the disk array and distributed
storage is close.

3) CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
The total size of the comparison source data in Beijing
is 357M, and the size after export is 356M. The reason
for the inconsistent data size is because the source data
file from CNEC contains duplicate data blocks. When the
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data is parsed into records and written to HBase, the dupli-
cate records are only written once and marked, so there
is no duplicate record in the exported file, which causes
the file to become smaller. Comparing the data size before
HBase inbound and after HBase outbound, since the dupli-
cated records before HBase inbound are deleted, the data is
consistent.

By constructing the data processing model based on Kafka
cluster production-consumption information, the proposed
platform in this paper has carried out the import/export
of NEDBC seismic data, and verified that the data parse
inbound/outbound model is an effective solution for saving
system costs and promoting the speed of computing service.

VI. CONCLUSION
To improve the efficiency of writing seismic waveform data
into HBase, this paper realized the Key-Value parse of wave-
form data, and proposed a data inbound process based on
Kafka production-consumption model and Spark Streaming
real-time computing framework for seismic waveform data
design, achieved the purpose to process seismic waveform
data concurrently by clusters. At the same time, the efficiency
and consistency of seismic waveform data from HBase out-
bound were tested, and the effectiveness of the work was
verified.

We will focus on research of the interception time inter-
val of the seismic waveform data written into HBase and
propose a corresponding optimization scheme in the next
stage. In addition, data compression processing based on
different algorithms will be attempted when the Kafka mes-
sage queue receives information and Spark Streaming obtains
information, thereby reducing system I/O operations while
optimizing storage space utilization.
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